




Moments from Manhattan, 
discover a waterfront oasis 
overlooking it all.

MANHATTAN,
         THE RIVER, 
    AND YOU.
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Let the moment draw you in.

The skyline follows you from rooftop to residence, a beautiful 
backdrop to a beautiful lifestyle. Whether you gather friends 
around the fire or admire the splendor from home, the nights  
here cast their magic over everyone.

SAVOR  
 THE SWEEPING
          VIEWS OF 
CITY LIGHTS.
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The good life is a daily practice.

Mornings here revolve around the sunrise, with terraces and  
floor-to-ceiling windows tiered towards the light. As the sun 
sweeps the skyline and reflects off the water, you rediscover  
what mornings were truly meant to be.

AWAKEN TO 
          THE AWE 
       IN THE 
                EVERYDAY.
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A QUIET
       MOMENT
   IS ITS OWN
            LUXURY.

Relax, reflect, or reconnect with 
friends. Our sprawling amenity 
deck offers an array of options.
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The perfect balance between  
doing and being.

Live in a space that inspires all your senses. Whether it’s vinyasa 
flow in the fitness studio, a soothing rain shower in your home, or 
a social night in the residents’ lounge, every detail is designed to 
elevate your day. 

INDULGE IN  
     THE RITUAL 
           OF TRUE
          LIVING.
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It all radiates from here.
From here, life is waiting to be discovered. Eight minutes by water, 
and Manhattan is yours. Meanwhile, shopping, international cuisine, 
and waterfront walkways are just a stroll from home. And when you’re 
looking for new excitement—from dinner reservations to theater 
tickets—our concierge is at your service.

OPEN YOUR
        DOOR TO
A WORLD OF
           DISCOVERY.
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                         MANHATTAN,
                                 THE RIVER,
                             AND YOU.



9 Avenue at Port Imperial, West New York, New Jersey 07093

Our legacy is in 
every luxurious detail.

PLEASE NOTE: Renderings and plans shown are artist’s concepts of home designs and the features of this community. Buyer should be aware that illustrations, including 
photo realistic renderings, are conceptual and may vary from actual homes and features. Construction details and specific configurations may be changed, added, or 
deleted as necessary and without notice during planning and construction. Some renderings may show optional exteriors, features and landscaping that may not be 
included in base home price. Square footage listed is approximate and may vary from that of finished homes. K. Hovnanian® Homes has made every effort to ensure that 
all information herein is current and accurate, but printed and electronic materials may be subject to errors or omissions. Buyer should check with the Sales Associates to 
confirm accuracy of specifications to be utilized for planning purposes, although K. Hovnanian® Homes assumes no responsibility for normal variances in construction, 
changes required by municipal or other authorities, and necessary substitutions in materials and equipment by contractors and suppliers. Buyer should inspect detailed 
subdivision, utility and construction plans on file in the sales center for complete information regarding the physical features of the community. Plans, specifications, 
community amenities, standard features, availability, and prices are subject to change without notice.

All prices are base prices, subject to availability, and subject to change without notice. K. Hovnanian® Homes is a registered trademark of Hovnanian Enterprises®, Inc.

We are pledged to the letter and spirit of U.S. policy for the achievement of equal housing opportunity throughout the Nation. We encourage and support an affirmative 
advertising and marketing program in which there are no barriers to obtaining housing because of race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status or national origin. 
11/16 268716

For us, there is a difference between a “house” and a “home.”  
A house is where someone else lives. A home is where you live.

Over three generations, we have not lost sight of that distinction. All of us at 
K. Hovnanian can recall fond memories in our own homes, from the distant 
nostalgia of waking up to the smell of a parent cooking breakfast to the 
recent comfort of slipping into a bed of soft sheets after a hard day’s work.

These memories inspire everything we do. So while we may be building 
someone else’s house, we know that one day it will become your home.

Nine on the Hudson is a gift from our family to yours. A beautiful oasis 
set apart from the bustle of Manhattan, it reflects the proud K. Hovnanian 
tradition of quality and craftsmanship.

We hope that the memories you create in your new home at Nine on the 
Hudson are as fond as the ones we had building it.

Sincerely,

Alexander Hovnanian

BRANDING:




